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About This Software

Try before you buy! A free 7-day trial is available via our website at nevercenter.com/silo.

Silo is a focused and lightning-fast standalone 3D modeler. Its deep modeling and UV mapping toolset has made it a favorite of
pros for making game assets, movie characters, and objects for 3D printing. It’s a huge upgrade over the modeling tools of

bloated all-in-one packages, and works hand-in-hand with industry standards like Maya, Blender, and ZBrush, and game engines
like Unity and Unreal.

Advanced context-sensitive tools reduce the number of keys required to work fast, and sticky keys let you hop into and out of
tools on the fly. From Spin Edge to advanced mirroring to LSCM UV Unwrapping, Silo has the tools pros request most. All

accessible via a 100% customizable mouse.

Silo is currently being used at top studios worldwide as both a stand-alone design tool and as a versatile element of a multi-
software 3D graphics workflow.

Features

Zen Workflow - Silo's careful design and its focus on pure modeling allows it to have a free, uncluttered feeling which
is simply not possible in larger applications. Whether you are working to precise specifications or sketching out your
thoughts, it is much easier to do so in a calm, focused modeling environment. This benefits professionals who are
coming to Silo to escape slower, more complex software. It also benefits hobbyists and students, who are able to learn
everything they need without having to deal with anything they don't need.
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File Formats - Silo supports import and export of .sia, .sib, .obj, .3ds, .dxf, and .fac, as well as the export only of .stl,
.pov, and .rib.

Advanced Polygonal Modeling - Silo offers a comprehensive set of interactive, context-sensitive tools for rapid
polygonal modeling. The workflow is focused on having a few powerful, intelligent tools, rather than a separate
command or option for every conceivable function. Additionally, "sticky key" functionality allows tools to behave
differently if a hotkey is held down. Key modeling tools include Break, Tweak, Cut, Bevel, Slide, Scale, Extrude,
Polygon Tool, Edge Tool, unlimited Undo and Redo, and more. Modeling can be performed with or without
manipulators, including the Universal Manipulator which combines rotate, scale, and translate into a single manipulator.

Comprehensive Selection Tools - Robust selection tools are the key to great modeling, and a quick look at the
Selection menu shows Silo's development has focused heavily on this area. Some highlights? Multi Select mode allows
users to select vertices, edges and faces without changing selection modes. Tweak selection allows a user to grab, move,
and deselect a component with a single click. That and many other tools work with Soft Selection, which smoothly
distributes changes throughout a shape. Paint, Area, and Lasso selection types are supported. Select Visible and Select
Thru functions are both available - by default, use the left mouse button for Select Visible commands, and the middle
mouse button for Select Thru. A separate Undo is available for cycling through recent selections.

Subdivision Surfaces - Subdivision surfaces offer a smooth, high polygon shape, and are easily accessible in Silo.
Using default shortcuts, simply press c to subdivide as many levels as you want, and v to unsubdivide. Modeling can be
performed in real time at any subdivision level with updates shown directly on the subdivided shape. Edges can be
creased to keep them sharp at all subdivision levels.

Unparalleled Customization - Designed to fit into any pipeline, Silo is the most customizable modeler available. That
includes complete customization of the mouse, keyboard, and graphical interface, allowing it to closely emulate other
applications a user may be familiar with, or perform tasks (such as assigning up to 40 different commands to a typical
mouse with keyboard modifiers) which no other application can. Favorite tricks include assigning undo/redo,
grow/shrink selection, and to the scrollwheel, or simply putting frequently used commands on the right mouse button
with modifiers. Silo's button pages allow users to create their own multi-page interfaces, and assign any command to any
image. The interface and color scheme are also highly customizable. Customizations can be easily imported, exported,
and shared. Even the Primitives menu can be customized with frequently used models or settings.

Advanced UV Editing - Silo offers multiple types of unwrapping, including LSCM, Planar Region, XYZ, Per Face, and
By Neighbors, which heals UVs based on the UVs based on the surrounding area. Different unwrapping methods can
even be used on parts of the same mesh for optimal results. UVs are preserved during modeling operations, so modeling
and UV editing can be freely interchanged with little to no cleanup. (This is particularly useful when a last-minute
modeling change needs to be made to a "finished" model.) Clutter is significantly reduced by allowing regular geometry
editing tools (such as Break, Merge, Tweak, Slide, and Soft Selection) to be used to edit UVs wherever it makes sense.
Even the displacement brushes, particularly the Smooth brush, are very useful when applied to smoothing out UVs.

Displacement Painting - Finally, brush-based displacement painting has been well-integrated into a traditional
modeling environement. Silo's brushes integrate seamlessly with the rest of the modeling toolset. If the model is
subdivided, the brushes will affect the subdivided shape directly, otherwise they will affect regular geometry. As with
UVs, displacement is preserved where possible during modeling changes, so the brushes can be used alongside other
tools as the model develops, rather than solely at the end of the process. Painting is smooth and natural, and works well
with tablets. Displacement maps and normal maps can be generated and exported from any subdivision level, or even
from two completely separate objects.
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Retopology - With the popularity of displacement painting in Silo and other applications, as well as the common usage
of 3d scanners, modelers are frequently asked to create a new, well-formed model with a high-poly shape for reference.
This process is frequently known as retopologization, and Silo's Topology Tool provides an innovative solution by
allowing users to directly draw new topology onto an object using a pen-like tool. Silo also offers Surface Snapping,
which effectively turns every tool into a topology tool by snapping edited geometry to an underlying shape, and the
Surface Tool, which allows users to quickly in interactively draw out and tweak strips of polygons.

Scene Editor - Complex Scenes can be easily managed in Silo via the Scene Editor, which displays the scene in a tree-
like structure and allows layer-like editing of objects and groups. Selection, display mode, locking, and visibility can all
be quickly modified from the editor.

Numerical Editor - Silo offers precise numerical control of the position, rotation, scale, size, distance, and angle of
selected geometry via the Numerical Editor.

Snapping - Three powerful snapping modes are available in Silo. Grid snapping snaps to the customizable workgrid,
Component snapping snaps to the vertices, edges, and faces of an object, and Surface snapping smoothly snaps to the
surface of unselected objects. These snapping modes affect nearly all geometry editing commands.

Support and Resources

Help, tutorials, and videos for Silo are all maintained online on the official Silo website. You can find hours of training videos
on their tutorials page and other content on the Nevercenter 3D Modeling Wiki, which offers many resources for modelers

using any application. The Silo user forums are also a great place to search, share, and find answers to your questions.
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Title: Silo 2
Genre: Animation & Modeling
Developer:
Nevercenter Ltd. Co.
Publisher:
Nevercenter Ltd. Co.
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB

Hard disk space: 20 MB

Video Card: Graphics card supporting 1024 x768 x 16-bit color and OpenGL

64BIT ONLY

English
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Very Nice Hunting Game. At first, the story was very creepy, and I liked it. But in half of the game, the story went sci-fi and all
it's mystery \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. But the game's still good, so im gonna recommend it for you.. You walk around
in an abandoned world, fetch objects, activate buttons to proceed from area to area. You have a detector to help you, prompting
a repetitive, unskippable minigame that quickly gets annoying. The objects reveal story fragments (audio
clips\/letters\/flashbacks etc.) to gradually fill you in on the backstory. There's also a "mysterious narrator" voice guiding you.
And that's pretty much it.

This game is a lot like Everyone's Gone to the Rapture or The Vanishing of Ethan Carter, only with second-rate surrealism instead
of first-rate photo-realism. I didn't really like Ethan Carter either, but that game at least had stunning visuals and a genuinely eerie
atmosphere. This one totally failed to draw me in.

The narrator is absolutely unnecessary and immersion-breaking as he talks to you and keeps babbling when all you want is to be
left alone to explore the world all by yourself. It's the worst idea ever, yet some games unfortunately have these guiding voices (this
one, The Initiate, Only If etc.), and they always suck. I also didn't like the rest of the voice acting, didn't like the klutzy graphics,
didn't give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about the unfolding story or the fate of the people. About 10 minutes in,
the game vaguely suggests, "virus, mind-control..." Yeah, okay, whatever... Maybe they all died of boredom, like me? Who cares
really? LOL.. A game which back on disc I put hundreds of hours into, and for good reason. The campaign map is very
atmospheric and is a good game in it's own right even if one were to autoresolve all battles, the soundtrack throughout the game is
excellent. The map also captures the feeling of it being a board game of sorts. It is much more beautiful game than Shogun 1 and
much more complex too, with rich unit and building rosters which add yet more decision-making. On hard difficulties the game can
actually be genuinely hard, the AI is not stupid and knows when to fold rather than charging in like a crazed blood knight, a
tendency it very much has in later games. A weak AI will instead employ delaying tactics, falling back from a region so as to buy
time to gather a large host and repel the invader, it will also make good use of the siege mechanics to bog attackers down, to the
point that unless a catholic player can set up a blitzkrieg assault which wipes out another catholic kingdom in one or two turns they
will be forced to withdraw or risk the ire of the Pope, who will excommunicate you without hesitation and in doing so provide open
invitations for all other catholic powers to pile onto you freely, even sending crusades. Unlike later games there are multiple possible
start dates, which provide new challenges.

On to the battles, the 2d sprites are much better than the previous game and the AI is also improved. Deployment when attacking in
a land battle practically does not exist unfortunately. Morale is very well balanced and feels realistic. If you have only played later
games the UI will be a little confusing, especially since the move\/attack button is left click rather than right. Cavalry soldiers can
dismount during the deployment phase by right clicking on their unit icon, which can be very useful during sieges.

The modding community for this game is still somewhat active and several large scale overhauls exist, greatly improving
replayability. Also to note, the complaints of the game not running on Windows 10 are unfounded, it DOES work so long as you
just let it load without tabbing out or spam clicking until it reaches the main menu.

Unlike Shogun 1, I recommend this game on it's own merit rather than as a contrast to the later games or for the sake of it being the
beginning of the series. Medieval 1 is a good game, if somewhat dated, definitely worth the price tag and more.. Game was great
back on the NES, I'm glad someone finally remade it. They did a good job remakeing it at that, the modern graphics do the orginal
credit, and there's an awesome campain mode to boot. Supports controllers and multiplayer.
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shattyest game ever bad graphics you are better off buying cities skylines way better graphics more detail and just more stuff to
do in skylines besides city life 2008 has no fun in it DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT
BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT
BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT
BUY DO NOT BUY DO NOT!!!!!!!!!. Colin loves this game! Nuff said.. Most annoying game ive ever played. I LOVE IT. So I
buy this game for linux and they messed it up so I couldn't even play it for the first several weeks I owned it, should've taken the
hint and wiped it from my computer then. The game is a great idea executed poorly. The musical aspect of it never comes to life
as you're never given enough time to place things in a concise manner that would allow for such. The tower defense aspect is
also executed poorly, as you're rushed frantically by enemies in such a way that no strategy is involved. You just need to stack
your rooms on faster than the enemies destroy them which creates awkward jumbled beats. All in all Bad Hotel has been an
extremely disappointing experience.. Towards The Pantheon: Escaping Eternity is a pretty okay and spooky game, but its story
time now.

You play as a soldier who wakes up in a mysterious house and you must escape.

Now this game is very short but despite that this game give me chills which I like. Now this game is a prequel to an upcoming
game, and for a prequel it was good, it gives a little bit of story to the upcoming game.

Now two things that were kind of annoying is one no save I mean I know this game is short but a save would have been nice.

And lastly why'll the game is free the DLC to have this game be in your library is way too high I mean $4.99 I can see 99 cents,
a dollar, even two dollars, but $4.99
for the DLC that\u2019s way too much to have this game be in your library.

So with said this game is sort but very good and I can\u2019t wait to game the mine game when it comes out.. Night
Environment for NY DLC is very detailed. In Default FSX my road isn't visible (Day), but in night DLC it is, although they
added a bit more lights. I wish they had a day version. I flew to the NY PA boarder and there are some lights in PA, thou not as
detailed. This DLC is a bit pricey but very nice, especially considering you have the entire state of New York. FSX alone may
not look good but the night dlc made a huge difference. it is a great dlc but here is what i found

1. just like the surflinner engine the p32 bell is so queit you cant hear it that well inside cab

2. engine sound inside and outside seems queit also

but on a positve note the cab car is great and the passenger cars are also great also the sounds ie. horn and bell are much louder
like they should in the cab car even with the flaws i still whould buy them again
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